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Data and imases from satellites plaY a Particular role when 
llS>':d with information of E:)·:Perim€>ntal c<:HilP<:<ignes 
simultaneouslY Performed.allowins comParisons between sround 
and satellite sensed information. Moreover meteorological 
satellites. with their resolution characteristics are verY 
useful for monitoring the whole camPaign area. and to collect 
data on environmental Parameters (for examPle cloud coverage 
and classification. sround and sea temPerature. etc.). The 
acquisition Period of these satellites is suitable to give 
us~:fu 1 information fol' a cont i nuat i Vf' d-e\ i 1 Y camP<\ i ::~n. 
The IROE-CNR Institute in Florence has desisned and develbPed 
a mobile receivins station fo~ imases from both geostationarY 
and Polar orbitins satellites. The station is a container 
suPPorted ~quiPment for receivin::~. ac9uirins. recordins and 
Processing a wide varietY o~ signals. either in analogical or 
digital ~ormat. and it is equiPPed with suitable 
instrumentation for data Presentation both on video disPlaY 
or digital Plotter. Moreover the station i5 comPletelY 
controlled bY an HP-2113/E which also Performs the data 
PI~'OCE~'S)S j 11~3 .. 

The satellite imctse receiving and Processins srouP has 
received and disita11Y stored on ma~netic taPes the APT-NOAA 
9 Polar orbitins satellite imases, suPPorting the POEM 
oceanosraPhic camPaign from October 21 to November 11. 1985 
in the Southern Adriatic sea. 
Imases have been recorded during the asczndins passes o~ the 
satellite between 12.00 and 14.00 (UT) once a day, both in 
the Visible and in the corresPondins Thermal Infrared bands. 
The analo~.1ical APT U-.utomatic: Pictur·e Tr·an!;;miss;ion) fcwm<,t 
sives 4.0 Km resolution images comPared with the 1.1 Km 
resolution ones of the disital format. Nevcrthless the APT 
format is a sood comPromise between information. receivins 
cost and comPlexitY for a wide ranse of aPPlications. 
UnfortunatelY the analogical signal is affected bY high 
frequencY man-made environmental noise. 
To characterize, eliminate or reduce the noise a studY has 
been Performed, and manY suitable linear and non-linear 
disital techni~ues have been considered. Moreover a 
non-linear· fi1ter· cf ;o;t;:\"l:i,;t:ical I:YPE h:;,~; been dt·::vcloPcd 
which eliminates the noise effects without modifYing data 
si~lnific<.<t:ivc inf,)l"ma1:ion. Pa:···t:ic•.tlar]y in pr·csence of ;.o;\:1··on;.'J 
sray level variations. such as coast areas or clouds. 
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Drifter data from the world oceans furnishes a Lagrangian 

description of oceanic surface flows; time series of fluid 

parcel trajectories can be obtained by satellite tracking the 

longitude and latitude positions of a set of buoys drogued to a 

parachute at a preselected depth. 1 

We consider here Lagrangian trajectories of three satellite 

tracked drifters deployed in the Kuroshio current south of 

Japan, a region known for its intense mesoscale variability. 

Evidently the buoy motions are determined largely by the local 

turbulent (Eulerian) velocity field and the trajectories appear 

as wandering curves which resemble a "stochastic walk" in the 

plane. 

Applying several methods from fractal mathematics and 

dynamical systems theory (calculation of the correlation 

dimension, 2 of the self similarity exponent and of the law of 

divergence of the length of the trajectories3 J we have found 

that the buoys trajectories are self-similar fractal curves with 

Hausdorff dimension D=l.2. 4 •5 The observed value of the fractal 

dimension is related to the characteristics of the power spectra 

of the buoys positions, which are power law over a large energy 

range. Systems of this type are likely to be appropriately 

described by processes of (fractal) stochastic diffusion in a 

many-degree-of-freedom turbulent flow. 

Similar analyses can be applied to other drifter data from 

different areas of the world. An interesting and open problem 

is to asses if the fractal dimension found for the Lagrangian 

trajectories in the Kuroshio extension (D=l.2l is common to 

other ocean turbulent flows and thus typical of fluid particle 

paths in geophysical fluid dynamical turbulence. 
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